Above: Fatima Thiab Suman from Jib al-Thieb. “Where we should go? They didn’t leave anything for us. Our houses, our belongings are crushed under their bulldozers. Are these small sheds any danger or threat to their “security”? They are only in the way of their unlimited expansionism.” (Source: Stop the Wall Campaign)

A documentary featured Film

“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance...Its the illusion of Knowledge
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“Occupation 101”
A documentary featured Film

Free parking across the street or in the parking lot of church at the corner.

Your tax dollars are paying for tragedies like these.
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“A thought-provoking and powerful documentary film on the current and historical root causes of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Unlike any other film ever produced on the conflict ‘Occupation 101’ presents a comprehensive analysis of the facts and hidden truths surrounding the never ending controversy and dispels many of its long-perceived myths and misconceptions.

The film also details life under Israeli military rule, the role of the United States in the conflict, and the major obstacles that stand in the way of a lasting and viable peace. The roots of the conflict are explained through first-hand on-the-ground experiences from leading Middle East scholars, peace activists, journalists, religious leaders and humanitarian workers whose voices have too often been suppressed in American media outlets.” (Source: Official Occupation 101 site)

Your tax dollars are paying for tragedies like these.

Americans rarely get a true gimps of what is really going on in this region. The media is all to eager to show a distorted view of the real crisis at hand. The total destruction of Palestinians, their olive groves, their homes, lives and future. There is a systematic effort at hand to drive all of the Palestinians from their land by any means necessary. Most Americans tend to believe that the victims are mainly Muslims. This is furthest from the truth. Christian Arabs are also affected, and their numbers have widely decreased. The media has portrayed the Jewish people as an underdog, needing help from the outside world. Israel has more nuclear bombs than the whole Arab world and parts of Europe combined.

We would like to show the other side of the story, a side that is never portrayed in American’s mainstream media. We would like to bring the realties home. This reality is your sons and daughters are dying in Iraq from a proxy war by Israel. Your tax dollars continues to fund every new settlements on Arab land, to fund every home demolition, allows radical settlers to receive unprecedented amounts of money to move in these areas, you dollars funds the apartheid in Palestine.

There are Jewish activist that have spoken out about this oppression, never the less the Jewish lobby continues to influence just about every politician in Washington.

We welcome you to see the movie and draw your own conclusions.
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